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ENVIRONNEMENT 

 Large number of TTOs in the world

 Changing nature of innovation

 Economic challenges of Turkey: regional 
development, urban growth, external balance 
deficit… (added value of exports, imports substitution)

 Financial constraint for University and R&D
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The Bayh-Dole Act was implicitly based on an assumption of a linear 

model of innovation in which patent-based incentives link 

universities, inventors, and industry in the commercialization process

As universities have matured in their transfer efforts it is becoming 

apparent that the technology transfer process varies greatly across 

fields 

BE AWARE OF COMPLEXITY
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Type of invention and market access : don’t mix 
everything 

Cash Flow

Maturation

Know How 

intensive
Standalone IP

Valorisation

IP Markets
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MOBILISING FACULTY & RESEARCHERS

 ENGAGEMENT 

- Start at the top : University presidents need to make industry-

university partnerships a strategic priority and communicate the 

message regularly to the entire academic community. “if you do not have 

full endorsement from the top of the university, creating a successful TTO 

will be very difficult” (KU Leuven)

- Mobilize every department of the University on tech transfer goals, 

researchers, teachers and students.

 MOTIVATION
• Gaining attraction and prestige (for University and the researcher)
• Attract  and gain funding for R&D
• Incentive and revenue sharing 
• Make the goals and benefits of partnering clear to the entire faculty 
• Set up “conflict of interest charter” – and a steering committee to 

answer the questions. 

 ORGANIZE MOBILISATION
• Message of the President of the University
• Proactive contacts with researchers /Frequent one-on-one meetings 

with inventors
• TT students program / appoint TTO ambassadors 
• Organize small events focused on specific research topics as well as 

seminars
• If appropriate, organize spectacular event with high scientist who had 

had many success transfer experiences. 

SET UP THE TTO ACCORDINGLY 

 Create trust to establish a confident relationship with the researchers
“TTO must be seen by researchers as a place to go for help connecting with 
industry on every level and help advising them on the best way to do it.”

 Be an expert: “Professors will never come back if they are served by 
people who are not capable. And they will spread the word that the 
advice the TTO gave was bad”. In this respect, TTO may consider to 
include PhD students in its team.  

 Be a facilitator: regular contact with academics for a variety of things, 
will make the TTO a constant reference and it will receive a flow of 
useful information that increases its efficiency

 And a catalyst: helping connect different departments with each other 
is a distinctive quality of the TTO -

 Promote transparency of TTO process (avoid black hole)

 Fit to the researchers culture : when they do their presentation most 
of TTO explain that they are not looking for financial profit but rather 
that they try to bring solutions for the society (see many US TT 
conference)
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DEMAND SIDE 
IMMERGE IN THE REGIONAL ECONOMY

PARNER WITH COMPANIES

“Tech transfer does not start with creating spin-off companies. It starts with developing affinity with industrial”

 Study the surrounding Region, its industrial and economic strenghs and needs

 Identify, meet and invite the possible innovative enterprises. « Identify the top 50 (or +) technology companies in a 
region close to the university, sit down with each CEO and ask what he or she needs to grow the company”. 

 Create a joint steering group including senior academics and company executives. Strategic partnerships need input at 
the highest level from both the company and the university. 

 Attend sector-specific conferences
 Organize Semiannual invention showcase/ Annual/biannual symposium

 Develop two-way exchanges to build a substrate of academics who understand industry. “Universities should 
encourage professors to work in industry and invite industry researchers to teach.” Entrepreneurs-in-residence/Embed 
students in industry

 « Spin-in » a technological research to bring enterprise in the lab (as Fraunhofer) 
25.11.2016
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SCOUTING AND SELECTING INVENTIONS

 Be proactive: don’t wait for disclosure – visit lab and identify the research to follow –
(but avoid to create too much expectation with researchers).

 Use students as scouts – appoint TTO ambassadors 

 Joint committee / Triage committee: as it is impossible to have all the expertise internal, 
build invention evaluation group and commercialisation steering committee with 
industrial experts.

 Be able to COMBINE inventions

 Implement strict review process. Put milestones 

25.11.2016
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MARKET EXPLORATION

Patent data basis, cartography, research algorithm… 
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MARKET STUDY

 Specialized firms: PWC, Frost&Sullivan…but for general studies

 Target with Google, Linkedin…
 Use scientists network, friendly experts…

 Web based marketing is efficient: « Among the different marketing channels, personal 
channels, such as open days, business roundtables, or personal contacts are rather 
ineffective for marketing… electronic channels and in particular the World Wide Web, on 
the other hand, correlate positively with performance measures”

 TTO app become more prevalent
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It strongly depend of the sector to make the proof of concept and a prototype before meeting with the 
enterprise –and before deciding to initiate a start-up. Every technology requires different strategies to take 
them to market and the different funds available can be used to generate data to support commercialisation

•All these investigations need 
method and funding. 
• Proof of Concept/ Gap 
funds are often the missing 
link in the technology transfer 
process

Technological maturation; POC and prototype
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Maturation is a complete process
The phase of PoC is 
essential and must be 
understood in a broad 
way: is the idea 
workable and 
effective? is it really 
new ? is there a 
possibility to 
commercialize it ? 
Non technological key 
points: 
• the business plan,
• the freedom to 

operate (patent and 
IP protection)

• the identification of 
the valorization 
channels (licensing 
to an existing 
business or creation 
of a new enterprise)
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Use Turkish maturation funds
Leverage from, benefit / collaborate with technology 
transfer accelerators / venture capital providers, 
such as DCP and ACT (but their investment periods 
run only until the end of 2017)

25.11.2016
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The negotiation 

 Commercialization could be facilitated by the use of 

“Standard contracts or standard clauses”. 

This might be accomplished by providing a set of model 

agreements for different scenarios, as done by the 

Lambert group, or by proposing optional clauses for 

critical provisions, as in the DESCA model consortium 

agreement. 

 The different ways and means to negotiate is a 

strategic competence of the TTO (the Wipo guide 

on negotiation is excellent) 

 To be prudent: 
• To perform due diligence
• To validate the capacity and the determination of 

the licensed enterprise to develop the invention and 
to go to the market. A limited time license and a 
return back clause should not be forgotten. 

http://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/sme/en/
documents/pdf/technology_licensing.pdf

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/lambert-toolkit

http://www.desca-2020.eu/latest-version-of-
desca/desca-2020-version-12/

How to align interests 
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 The way of writing and filled a patent is different depending the envisaged use of the invention. Many 

patent could not be licensed because their wording is inappropriate.

 Find a balanced solution between enterprise and university: “The primary factor that has caused industry to 
shy away from university deals -- namely, IP ownership”
 On one side the status of IP must be understood by each party. As Calit2 (the University of California), which has 

explicit IP rules quotes: “We make sure the company knows our rules. To engage with us they have to abide by 
those rules”. 

 But on the other side, IP must not become a stumbling block. “ Companies can be overly concerned they will lose 
control over critical know-how and some universities seem to have unrealistic expectations as to how much 
licensing income can be generated from patents. Some of the best known universities have such restrictive IP 
terms that we simply cannot work with them. If IP protection goes to the extreme on either side, trust and a 

productive relationship are hard to build”.

 Some solutions to adapt:
 Ready to sign license
 Express licensing (quick and simple ex: 1% after 20M$)
 Trial period

The patent question

25.11.2016
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TTO METHODS AND 
PROCESS
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Rigorous methods and project management

1- Establish a clear organization, providing a collaborative operating mode and a project 
management.
2- Designate for each project a "project manager":

• Who follow the project from the beginning to the end and propose the decisions
• Who is the main contact of the researcher and the companies concerned
• Who pilot the technological, economic and legal maturation

3- Implement instructional procedures in an rigorous and consistent methodology
4- Specify who decides what (the researcher or the TTO)
5- Implement a decision committee with external experts on the basis of standard 
investment documents and validated criteria and choices matrix
6- Formalize precisely investment decisions (amount, terms, steps, Go/No-Go, expected 
timetable ...)
7- Ensure regular monitoring of projects and report regularly to the researcher and 
university on every step 

25.11.2016
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Be effective

 Office name should reflect functions 
 Be visible, showcase your success
 Commit to Continuity and Consistency / Reduce licensing manager turnover
 Manage costs:

 Suppress ID and IP backlogs (advisory panel could help, intern program…)
 Remove non-core activities (except if they bring you closer to researchers)
 Implement internship/fellowship program
 Fixed fee deals with law firms could bring huge savings
 Consider offshoring

 Secure revenue: “89% of audited licensees underreport and underpay royalties. The report attributes 

56% of these instances to underreported sales and 44% to questionable licensing interpretations”

25.11.2016
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Choıce crıterıa
What make a good techno?

An invention that is legally protectable; 
Is relevant to a market need (has commercial value); 
Can be envisioned as a material product (mature); and 
Is supported by inventors showing willingness to facilitate technology 
transfer. 

Critical information on the technologies must be obtained, including the 
following: 
1. A very clear idea of the invention (technology for protection); 
2. A precise idea of what the end (commercial) product will look like; “faster, 
better, cheaper” 
3. The value proposition; 
4. The inventor(s) background

25.11.2016
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Choıce crıterıa
What make a good techno?
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European Parliament Report on knowledge transfer, nov 2012

The ownership of patent: 

university or TTO?
3 models : 

- TTO is only an intermediary 

- Isis : assignment to the TTO with a 

license back to university

- TTO is licensed with a right to 

sublicense 

Transparent and unambiguous 

regulations with respect to 

ownership titles and property rights 

are a decisive element.

25.11.2016
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TTO status

The issues of organization and competencies of the TTO are determined by 3 possibilities: 

a. The Department type:  A department TTO designates organizational units or specialized 
departments which are organizationally and legally part of the PRO and have no or little 
institutional autonomy.
b. The Subsidiary type, wholly owned by the PRO, or the University.  
c. The Independent Organization type
The pros and cons of these type of organization are to be studied in the local context, but 
there is no doubt that to be efficient, the TTOs needs autonomy and appropriate resource
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Some of the questıons to be asked
The rısk to be abandonned vs the rısk to be swallowed

1- Who wıll care about the success of the TTO ?
2- Who wıll support the TTO durıng the ınvestment perıod?
3- How the decısıon wıll be taken? (autonomy or contamınatıon?)
4- Where do the staff wıll come from? 
5- Wıll ıt be possıble to evolve?
6- Who wıll take the decısıon to adopt the status?
7- Who do you need ın the board? 

25.11.2016
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Independant or embedd ?
Pros and cons
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European Parliament Report 
on knowledge transfer, nov 2012

Company or department ?
Pros and cons
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To combine and optimize resources: 

To establish joint TTO / TTO operational network

Differentiate 

The tasks which require proximity 
and close contact (scouting the labs, 
meet the local entrepreneur…) 

From the tasks which require skilled 
expertise, complex instruments, 
large vision and experience which 
can be mutualized (IP management, 
legal council, world market 
exploration…)
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The business model of a TTO: to build a sustainable 
and autonomous tool

revenue             expenses and investments       net result        cumulative cash          
flow
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A résumé of excellence 
from Leuven 
(Sciences Business)
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http://tlo.mit.edu/sites/default/files/documents
/MITInventGd_V5%204-7-2010_0.pdf

http://www.springer.com/co
mputer/swe/journal/10009

http://techtransfercentral.com/marketplace/ttt/

SOME SUPPORTS AND REFERENCES
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